Standards Development ETools Update

IEEE-SA 802 Plenary – Nov. 2011
2011

• Communications Plan (1st draft)
  • Issue and Bug reporting
  • Confirmation and resolution of issues
  • Key contacts (Jon Rosdahl and Christina Boyce)
    • Meet monthly (and prior to plenary sessions) to go over eTools issues & updates
    • Prepare Issues list with EC Members

• Ticket #4/899 – Outstanding Negative Votes view

• RevCom Automation – automate submittal and RevCom Meeting

• Begin planning of new IMAT (Rick Alfvin, Adrian Stephens)

• Begin planning of sponsor ballot comments (Adrian Stephens, David Law, SA Staff liaisons)
RevCom Project Submission Form

P802.21b - Standard for Media Independent Handover Services - Amendment: Handovers with Downlink Only Technologies

PROJECT INFORMATION

Working Group: C/LM/WG802.21/WG802.21b
Sponsor: IEEE Computer Society/LAN/MAN Standards Committee (C/LM)
Type of Project: Amendment to IEEE Standard
Type of Document: Standard
Life Cycle: Full Use
Base Standard: 802.21-2008

Supporting Document

Outstanding MBS Comments
1st Redculation Invitation Email
Draft D004
1st Redculation Announcement Email
1st Redculation Ballot Summary
Add Document: Manage Source Materials

MOST RECENT BALLOT INFORMATION

Balt Status: OPEN

Return Rate
Eligible Voters 75 100%
Ballets Returned 62 82%

Voting Summary
Affirmative 57 55%
Negative 3 0%
Negative w/Comment 3 0%
Abstentions 2 3%

Interest Categories
Academic 7 9%
General Interest 35 47%
Government/Military 1 1%
Producer 15 20%
User 17 23%

RESOLUTION OF COMMENTS AND NEGATIVE VOTES

All balloting group members, observers and coordinating groups have been advised of substantive changes made with respect to the balloted draft standard (in response to comments, in resolving negative votes, or for other reasons) and have received copies of all unresolved negative votes with reasons from the negative voter and the rebuttal, and have been advised that they have an opportunity to change their votes.

REGISTRATION ISSUES

Did the PAR indicate possible registration activity related to this project, did the IEEE Registration Authority Committee (RAC) request coordination, or is the registration of objects and/or numbers included in the proposed standard?

Yes  No

Is the intent to submit this standard for fast-track adoption, or was this standard jointly developed with another organization, a revision to a standard previously adopted by another organization or will this standard form the basis of, or be included in, another organization's standard?

Yes  No

PROJECT SUBMISSION

Note: Any Patents Letter of Assurance (LOAs) received by the Sponsor are to be forwarded to the PatCom Administrator.

I attest this draft standard has been developed in accordance with the policies and procedures of the Sponsor and I am authorized by those policies and procedures to make this submittal.

OK  CANCEL
2012

The following represents tasks that are currently planned:

- myProject UI/UX strategy/planning
- Planning for enhancements to Polling in Mentor
- Implement IMAT changes as per 2011 team
- Implement Sponsor Ballot comments per 2011 team
- SA Board requested changes:
  - Remove invited expert from process
  - Remove Reaffirmation and Stabilization ballots from process
  - Modify ballot calculation (1/3 rule)
- More information is needed on the following:
  - MEC automation (tbd by SA Editorial team)
  - myProject changes to automate drafts for sale
COMMENTS?

Contact: Christina Boyce (c.boyce@ieee.org)
Submit Issues to: myproject-admin@standards.ieee.org